Item Analysis Tab
The BLUE squares can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.

Scatter Plot
Scatter plot of the
discrimination factors
Histogram
Gray bars are the
ideal distribution of
question percentages;
Purple bars are the
assessment’s
distribution
Discrimination
Factor
Measures how well a
question correlates to
student performance;
target value is > 0.2
P-Value
Percentage correct
Black Highlights
Questions identified
as review, rewrite or
replace

Test Difficulty
Scaled between 1 and
10; 1 is easy, 10 is
hard; target value is 5.
The score is plotted
on the bar graph as a
yellow dot
Passing Rates
Percentages align
with district exams
Minimum Drop
Number of
SUGGESTED
questions to drop to
balance the purple
and gray bars
Teacher Count
Counts the number of
easy, medium and
hard questions based
on the teacher’s
evaluation of the
assessment
Assessment Count
Counts the number of
questions in each
category

Difficulty Rating
How the students
performed, based on
the set passing rates
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Item Analysis Tab
The BLUE squares can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.
Black Cells
Identifies the “TOP
10” questions to
review
Gray Cells
Answer selection was
not chosen by any
students
Red Cell
The most picked
incorrect answer and
the percentage
chosen
Difficulty Rating
Teacher’s evaluation
of the questions
based on a welldefined rubric
Green Cell
The correct answer
and the p-value
Black Cells
Highlighted selected
Target

Identify the TOP
Select between 1 and
10 questions to review
for misconceptions.
Identify questions are
highlighted

Number of Forms
Select either “1” or “2
or MORE” forms.
It adjusts the choice
percentages to add up
to 100 percent.
View Form A data for
Display the choice
selections of either:
the average of all
teacher data or the
data of an individual
teacher.

Target Number
Teacher’s evaluation
of the learning target
related to each
question.
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Item Analysis Tab
The BLUE squares can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.
Number of Testable
Enter the number of
testable targets for the
assessment

Target Number
Enter the number of
the target to highlight

Histogram
Green bars are the
average percentage
correct; red bars are the
average percentage
incorrect for the learning
targets

Tables
Tables show target counts,
target percentages and
difficulty counts.

Color Key
Explanation of colored
cells in the table above
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Choice Analysis Tab
The BLUE squares can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.
Question Number
Select by either typing the
number in the blue box or
using the up/down arrows

Number of Forms
Select between 1 or 2
forms.
Statistics
P-Value and
discrimination factor

Grade Breaks
Enter the grade breaks
from your final scale
selection.

Correct Answer
The correct answer for
the selected question

Graph
Displays the trends in the
answer choices for A, B,
C and failing students.
It’s a graphical
representation of the data
in gray beneath the graph.
The question’s average is
displayed as a dotted line.
**KEY**
The correct answer for
the selected question

White Numbers
The white numbers
highlighted in black are
the number of students
that selected answer
choices: A, B, C, D and E.

Black Numbers
The black numbers
highlighted in gray are the
percentages of A, B, C
and failing students that
selected answer choices:
A, B, C, D and E.
Total Number of Students
The number of students that
answered the selected question
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MC Scale Tab
The BLUE squares can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.

Set Break Points
Set the letter grade
breaks
Power
Used with the power
scale
65%
Where to set the
65% break point

Number of Questions – Enter the number of questions on the assessment
Number of Dropped Questions – Moves the scaled score downward
Bottom Out Adjusted Score – Lowest grade given on the assessment
Adjust 69 – Change a score of 69 to either a 68 or 70

Questions Dropped
from Scale
Moves the scale
upward
Class Averages
Highest average in
green; lowest average
in red

Lowest Passing
Percentages
Ideally, student and
teacher scores
should be close to
one another
Scale Selection
Choose between 7
different scaling
methods

Test Statistics Assessment
average, failure percentage, letter
grade percentages, mean, median,
mode and standard deviation

Gray > +2s
+1s < Green < +2s
mean < Yellow < +1s
mean < Orange < -1s
-1s < Red < -2s
Gray > -2s

Lowest Passing
Percentage
Teacher LPP in red
text; student LPP
highlighted in red
with white text.
Neither appear in
this picture, sorry.

Test Reliability
Target score is
between 0.6 and 0.9
Manual Scale
Enter scores then
select manual scale
Scale Description
Brief description of
each of the 7 scaling
methods

Colored Frequencies
Each color represents a range of scores within a standard deviation.
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MC Summary Tab
The BLUE squares can be adjusted.

Statistics
All statistical and
curve data is copied
from the Curve
Calculator tab.

Blue Cells
Unlocking the
spreadsheet will allow
the questions to be
sorted; password is
“gk”.

Numbering
Lists the “TOP 10”
questions in numerical
order. Comments can
be typed in the cell to
the right.

Black Cells
The “TOP 10”
questions are
highlighted in black.

Learning Target
The teacher’s evaluation
is copied from the Item
Analysis tab.
Teacher Evaluation
The teacher’s evaluation
is copied from the Item
Analysis tab.

P-Value
Score are copied from
Item Analysis tab.
Student Evaluation
The students’
performance are
copied from the Item
Analysis tab.
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Student Scores Tab
The BLUE TEXT can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.
Sorting
Sort by period then by last
name before entering any
MC or FR Scores. Sort
the data on the Standard
Form tab

MC Score
The MC Score can be entered
manually if needed.
Scaled Scores
The scaled scores are
copied from the MC,
FR and Combined
Scale tabs.

FR Score
The MC Score must be entered
manually
Combined Scores
The calculated weighted average
of the MC and FR Scores
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FR and Combined Scale Tabs
The BLUE squares can be adjusted. Everything else on the spreadsheet is protected.
The FR Scale tab functions like the MC Scale tab.
The Combined Scale tab functions like the MC Scale tab expect the weight of the multiple-choice and free response must be entered. The
default setting is 100% multiple-choice.

Weights
Enter the weight of the
multiple-choice portion
of the assessment.
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